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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of writing this paper was to make a
comparison of normal and educable mentally handicapped
children.

Normal and educable handicapped children were

compared as to the objectives in educating them, their
maturity traits, and their achievements in the academic
areas.
In order to give a correct interpretation of this
comparison, it is necessary to define the meaning of
the terms,

"Educable Mentally Handicappedtt, "Intermediate"

and "Normal" groups.

Educable Mentally Handicapped

children are those who have an intelligence quotient between fifty and seventy-five.

These children are able to

learn some of the essential principles of the tool subjects and can become socially and occupationally adequate
if properly trained. 1 The term, "Intermediaten, designates
those children whose chronological ages are from ten to
fourteen, and whose mental ages are from six and one-half
to eight years approximately.2

The term, ttNormaltt, re-

fers to children whose mental ages are such that they can be
educated in regular classrooms.

1 samuel A. Kirk, G. Orville Johnson, Educating the
Retarded Child (Cambridge, Massachusetts; Houghton l\'Iifflin
Company, 1951) P. 1160
2 rbid., p. 179
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CHAPTER II
MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION
The education of educable mentally retarded individuals differed from the education of the normal child in the
lack of emphasis placed on the development of personality
and adequacy in the occupational and social areas.

Mentally

retarded children can not achieve the skills and degrees of
knowledge in the academic areas attained by the normal child.3
The major motives of all human beings consist of two
aspects:

a desire for security, and a desire for adequacy . 4

These aspects are true of the mentally retarded as well as
of normal individuals.
The Education Policies Commission list four major
objectives of education:

the objective of self-realization,

human relationship, economic efficiency, and civic responsibility.5

These objectives are applicable to mentally

handicapped children as well as to normal children.

I have

listed the following outline of specific objectives of the
Educable Mentally Handicapped in order to differentiate
them from the child with normal intelligence.

JK·ir
· k , Johnson, loc. cit.

4Ibid.
5rbid., p. 117.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF'

~ DUCABLE

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

It is necessary to list the purposes of education
of the mentally handicapped in more specific terms in order
to differentiate them from specific objectives of children
with normal intelligence.

The differences between the

mentally handicapped and the normal occur primarily in the
following ways.

The mentally handicapped childrs mental

development will be slower than the normal.

The mentally

handicapped child will attain standards in the physical and
social field to approximate that of the normal, more than
in the field of mental and educational development.

The

home backgrounds of retarded children are usually inadequate
and their experiences are narrower.

They will attain hand

skills closer to that of normals in these areas.

Their

adaptation to the vocational field will be more in the
unskilled and serniskilled trades.

4

THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF EDUCABLE
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 1/IBRE: 6
1.

They should develop social competency through numerous
social activities.

2.

They should develop occupational competence through
vocational guidance and training.

3.

They should develop emotional security and independence
in the home and in the school.

4.

They should develop habits of health and sanitation.

5.

They should learn the minimum essentials of the tool
subjects.

6.

They should learn to occupy themselves in wholesome
leisure time activities.

?.

They should learn to become adequate members of a family
and a home through an educational program.

8.

They should learn to become adequate members of a community
through the school program.
In order to better u11Jerstand the achievements of

mentally retarded children, the achievements of normal children must be observed.

Since the maturity traits of indi-

viduals will influence their achievements, outlines of the
maturity traits of normal and educable children of various

6Ibid., p. 118.
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age levels were prepared.

Outlines of achievements in the

academic areas of the mentally educable children and normal
children will follow this comparison.

6

lV.ATURITY TRAITS OF' NORMAL AND EDUCABLE
CHILDREN COMPARED

In the outline to follow the maturity traits of normal
and educable children were listed at the intermediate level.
The maturity traits of normal children between ten and
fourteen years of age were described as to; total action
system, self care and routine, emotions, growing self,
interpersonal relationship, activities and interests,
school life, ethical sense, and philosophic outlook .

The

maturity traits of educable children of the same age were
described as to physical, intellectual, social and emotional
characteristics .

7

:MATURITY TRAITS OF NORMAL AND EDUCABLE
TEN YEAR OLDS

Normal ten year old girls have made a spurt of
growth at this time .
maturity before boys .

Girls usually attained skeletal
Ten year old children were sturdy

though long-legged and rangy in appearance .

Ten year olds

often had poor postures, fatigue easily, developed orthopedic difficulties and emotional maladjustments .

Although

their muscular coordinations were good, internal changes
in glands and body structures were taking place.

Children

of ten years usually had good health, big appetities , boundless energy, untidy appearances , and were prone to accidents.
They were learning to cooperate better, were interested in
teams, and would abide by group decisions .

If they desired

prestige, they might seek it through size, boasting and
rivalry .
Educable ten year olds with IQ ' s of 60-75 motor
developments and coordinations were approximately the same
as normal children .
in social situations .

They lacked the ability to discriminate
Educables have more frustrations ,

short attention spans, less creativity, behaved in stereotyped fashions, and were usually followers .

These children

very seldom achieved beyond the fifth grade in reading and
mathematics .

MATURITY TRAI'l'S
EDUCABLES$

NORMAL TEN YEAR OLDS7
Total Action System

Physical

Meets situations face on.

Have few or no physical

Asks questions.

deviations.

Has poise.
Prefers action outdoors.
Health good.

Motor development and

Nail biting habit.

coordination approximating

Thumb sucking habit.

the normal.

Plays with hair.
Can locate visually.
Girls size boys.
Girls more sexually mature.
Girls start height growth .
Girls aware of breast size.
Sex information embarrassing .
Boys little aware of sex .
Boys more solid look .
Embarrassed around girls.
?Arnold Gesell, Frances L. Ilg, Louise Bates Ames,
Youth, The Years from Ten to Sixteen (New York: Harper and
Brothers;-1956) pp. 43:c55 ~
8cooperati ve 'Research Project Contract No. 6905 .
Project No. 144 of the United States Office of Education
(New York: Board of Education of City of New York, 1959) pp. 14-16.
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Self Care and Routine

Intellectual

Good appetite.

Have IQ, 60-75

Like more than dislike.
Enjoy snacks.

Prognosis for achievement

Need to be told of bedtime.

in reading and mathematics

Sleep through night,

may extend through fifth

Waking no problem.
Dislike to bathe.
Dislike to comb hair.
Choose clothes.

Minimum mental ages of

Love old clothes.

five years.

Care of clothes poor.
Help select clothes.
Room untidy.

May through motivation

Some save money

extend their attention

Poor workers.

span for academic work.

Emotions
Life in general good.
Few fears.
Surprising anger.
Feels too big to cry.
Siblings a problem.
No skill in humor.

10

Growing Self
Wide interests.

Able to discriminate in

Tries everything.

some situations as danger,

Has idea of his assets.

but not in situations where

Knows own faults.

keener judgement is the

Happy with age.

factor.

Happy with parents and homeo
Interpersonal Relationship

Social and Emotional

Family has meaning.

Participate and contrib-

Mother center of universe.

ute to group situations

Father important.

at their level.

Girls idolize father.
Companionship on hikes.

Lack ability to discrim-

Helps with siblings.

inate in social situa-

Considered nuisance by siblings.

tions.

Boys play in groups.
Boys rough with girls.
Activities and Interests
Has stamina.

Manifest weakened drive

Motor skills neededo

to pursue tasks to con-

Like sports.

clusion.

Animals are pets.
Girls give up paper dolls.

Behave in stereotyped

Play with real dolls.

fashion.

Play monopoly and parchessi.
Make collections.

11

Girls sew.

Little creativity.

Boys construct.
Usually followers.

Make best scouts.
Enjoy T. V. radio etc.
Passion for T. V? decreasing.

Usually have difficulty

Like mystery, cowboy and comedy.

in initiating, developing

Like comic books.

and maintaining friendship .

School Life
Like schools.

Are not capable of reason-

Teacher must motivate him.

ing the aspiration levels

Aware of teacher's appearance.

imposed on them by

society~

Dislike partiality.
Like to talk in class.
Interest span short.
Like to read.

•

Amenable to suggestions,

Like to move about room.

and are easily influenced

Accept each sex.

by those about them.

Boys like geography.
Boys love to memorize.
Boys like oral arithmetic.
Boys love to sing.
Ethical Sense
Strict moral code.

Meet more frustration,

Know right from wrong.

causin·g more emotional

Protect little children.

strain.
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MATURITY TRAITS OF NO.RrvIAL AND EDUCABLE

ELEVEN YEAR OLDS
This was a transitional period for these children in
which the rate of growth was very rapid .

The lateral-type

child matures earlier than the linear-type .

At eleven years

of age girls were usually taller and heavier than boys .
Boys 1 hands and feet appeared to be oversized .

Eleven year

olds were very restless, and were continually in motion to
relieve some of their energy .

Poor muscular control will

ensue if the body framework and muscular development were
out of proportion to the rate of growth .

Their posture

might he sloven, awkwardness was prevalent, and the falling
stage might ensue at this age .

Competition was keen dur ing

this age, boys fighting over anything , but girls usually
settling their differences verbally .

Conflicts with parent

and friends, especially rebellion against the mother , were
prevalent at this age.

Many children disliked school, en-

joying only the competition they get tl1rough physical education
and sports.
Educable eleven year olds had many of the characteristics just described for normals if they had few physical
defects .

Usually educable with lo·wer IQ ' s had many more

physical defects .

Educables with more physical defects had

more difficulty adjusting socially and emtionally to the
home , school, and community environments .

These children

usually attained acceptabJe levels of social maturity under
special training and supervision .
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MATURITY TRAITS
EDUCABLElO

NORMAL ELEVEN YEAR OLDS9
Total Action System

Physical

Poise not hallmark .

Have many more physical

Burst into activity .

defects .

Continually in motion .

Physical stigmata

Face expressions change .

frequent .

Exercise to relieve energy .
Health good , colds .
Mechanism labile .
Fatigue is evident .
Need more sleep .
Complaint of headaches .
Some hypochondriacal .
Increased motor activities.
Go through falling stage .
Less danger of near sightedness .
Ocular co-ordination better .
Binocular fusion .
Depth of vision .
Visual discriminati on .

Tend to engage in

O£ten need convex lenses .

solitary and parallel

Some show rounded contour .

activities .

9Gesell , .£.E · cit ., pp . 75-103
10cooperative Research , .£.E· cit ., pp . 15-18 .
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Breasts develop .
Girls height increases.
Anxious to wear brassiere .

Under direction can

Few girls menstruate .

engage in cooperative

Mothers give girls advice .

activities to limited

Boys show few maturity signs .

degree .

Few boys start height growth .
Other boys fat period .
Bone size increase .

Unable to relate to

Interested in sex behavior of

other children

animals .

because of personal

Begin to realize love .

and social limitations .

Basis for selecting mates .
Boys curious about girls .
Masturbation experimental by some .
Self Care and Routines
Have ravenous appetities.
Eating and talking hobbies .
Fat ones try to diet .
Preferences and refusals strong .
Tries to delay bedtime .
Delayed bedtime week-ends .
Daydreams of horses .
Sleeps through storms .
Hard to awaken of morning .
Must be reminded to bathe.

16

Boys prefer showers .
Forget to ·wash .
Girls like baths .
Not independent in bath .
Neglectful of hair and teeth .
Immature boys dislike dress up .
Others clothes conscious .
Girls like fluffy clothes .
Need advice on what to wear .
Room often untidy .
String clothes over house .
Care

fo~

self better than room .

Bedmaking a chore .
Money mad or care little .
Allowance important .
Some tightwads .
Hate work .
Bargain to prevent it .
Girls like babysitting .
Enjoy choice of jobs .
Emotions

Social and Emotional

Penetrating , sensitive and rude .

Difficulty in adjustment

Selfish , contrary and belligerent .

in home, school , and

Uncooperative and argumentative .

community .

Polite , factial and serious .
Honest, sincere and confiding .

18

Like growing up.
Like horses, dogs and farms.
Girls like clothes.
Dream of being top person.
Not decided on college to attend.
Boys want profession.
Girls want good husband.
Both want family.
Interpersonal Relationships
Firmly placed in family units.
Speak disrespectfully of parents.
Won 1 t discuss parents with others .
Argue about everything.
Girls idolize father.
Boys companion of father.
Can turn affection off and on.
Get on badly with siblings.
Will protect siblings.
Friendship not as casual.
Girls have more friends.
Rarely choose to be alone.
Constant movement .
Love gross motor activities.
Both like hikes.
Hobby of making collections.
Girls sew for dolls.
Boys creative.

19

Bored with T.

v.

Once liked it.

Like mystery, sports and comedy.
Read comic books secretly.
Enjoy jazz and popular music.
School Life
Many like school.
Others come to see kids.
Cluster into groups.
Prefer tough teachers.
Some admire the teacher.
Hate to get up mornings.
Enjoy gym and sports.
Boys fight over anything.
Competition keen.
Enjoy hearing stories read.
Girls like Home Economics.
Boys like shop work.
Fatigue easily.
Ethical Sense
Less strict in moral code.
Rebellious of authority.
Want acceptance of peers.
Chief concern is fairness.
Good control of conscience.
Truth not sacred, will alibi.

20

Boys tolerate drinking and swearing.
Boys may cheat.
Some girls will steal.
Philosophic Outlook
Realize time passes.
Has definite ideas of space.
Take death for granted.
Less concern for S. S.
Some prefer church.
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EATURITY THAIT2 OF NORI1AL AND EDUCABLE
TWELVE YEAR OLDS

Normal twelve year olds had many characteristics given
for ten and eleven year olds .
than adult appro val .

Prestige had more importance

The gang interest had changed to

interest in one or more friends .

Interest in money making

activities motivated some to work during after school play time .

Boys especially were interested in sex and their own

anatomy .

Many twelve year olds were interested in the

opposite sex , some girls were boy crazy .

These children had

tremendous appetites, often resorting to snacks and sweets
between meals .

Boys were beginning to enjoy outdoor activities

especially boy scouts, camping, and 4H Clubs .

Majority

twelve year olds were quite truthful, knew right from
wrong, and respected others ' rights and properties .

Many

at this age were confused about time, spa ce, death and God .
Many educable twelve year olds had characteristics
similar to those of normal children just described, if they
were well developed physically.

Many educable children were

smaller in stature and weighed slightly less than normal
children .

The poorer muscular developed child tended to

have an awkward defective gait, faulty speech , poor muscular
coordination, and poor manipulative ability .

Educables with

IQ 1 s of 50-59 tended to have poor sensory discrimination ,
little or no concept of time or quantity , very short atten-

22

tion span, very limited judgment , and little or no initiative
and creativity .

Most of these children lacked the ability

to shift from one stimulus to another easily .

Since their

attention spans were short, they often shifted to other
subjects with little or no cause •

•
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Adequate manners .
Less cooking enthusiasm .
Parents regulate sleep .
Fewer nightmares .
Sluggish about getting up .
Bathing less of an issue .
Bathing independent process .
Girls particular about hair .
Girls tease for cosmetics .
Help shop for clothes .
Consult mother what to wear .
Few hang up clothes .
Room still untidy .
Much decorating of room .
Allowance $1 . to $2 . 50 per week .
Save for large purchases .
Reluctant to work .
Girls do babysitting .
Boys have paper routes .
Emotion
Expansive outeoing.
Reasonable and likeable .
Become angry

easily~

May show physical violence .
Often fight or strike out .

25

Throw things .
Verbal responses .
Few worries except school .
Has fear of dark .
Smutty humor about sex .
Less interest in funnies .
Happy most of the time .
Sad due to discord in home o
Least tearful age .
Like competition in sports .
Least jealous age .
Less pride at this age .
Little vengefulness o
Most keep feelings a secret .
Growing Self

Intellectual

Try to win friends .

I . Q. of 50-59

Better perspective o

Prognosis for

Very uneven in behavior .

achievement in reading

Critical of self at times .

and mathematics is not

Self-evaluation of faults and assets .
Girls keep diaries .

beyond second year .

Dislike school and homework .

May have potential for

Dislike people who boast .

intelligible speech adequate

Horses most desired .

to meet their life needs .

Want social life .

Poor sensory discrimination o

Half plan to go to college .

Little or no concept of

26

Boys definite about career .

time or quantity .

Girls talk of husbands .

Very short attention span .

Inte r personal Relationship
Often battle with parents .
Easier to reason with .

Very limited judgment

Feel mothers too strict .

in social and physical

Feel friendly toward mother .

situation .

Get on well with father .
Mind father well .
Share fewer activities .

Li ttle or no initiative .

Get on better with siblings .
Have last word in argument .
Less rebellion and less interest .
Same sex friends .

Little or no creativity .

Girls expand in friendship .
Girls interested in boys .

Inability to shift

Not much dating .

from one stimulus to

Some girls boy crazy .

another .

Girls larger than boys .

(perseveration )

Girls admire horses .
Boys like sports and horses .
Both like movie stars .

May shift attention

Boy-girl parties often failures .

frequently and apparently
with little or no cause .

Activi ties and Interests
( distractibility )
Like outdoor activities
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Boys climb trees, hunt and fish.
Like collections.
Like scouts and 4-H clubs.
Good age for camping.
Read books, magazines , and papers.
Like phonograph and T.

v.

Talking r;iuch more
delayed.

Hate love pictures and songs .
School Life
Either love or hate.
Bad classroom behavior.
Girls like English and Home Economics.

-

Boys like Science and Shop.

Lack of visual and

Both like athletics.

auditory memoryo

Teache~

must be disciplinarian.

Less dependent on teacher.
Ethical Sense ,
Most know right from wrong.
Most bothered by conscience.

,.,

Many feel parents unfair.
Don't blame others.
May take blame on self.
Have respect for reason.
Often argue with parents.

•

Casual attitude toward cheating •
Boys steal more than girls.
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Better care of clothes.
Better workers •
.More are baby-sitters.
Rooms a little neater.
Emotions
Thoughtful, inwardized, quiet.
Self-contained, very sensitive.
Vulnerable, and irritated.
In anger want to be alone.

Boisterousness.

Humor less frequent.
Lean on sarcasm.

Uncontrolled laughter.

Amusing to adults.
Try to understand self.
Concerned about appearance.

Short attention span.

Better groomed than at ten.
Age of withdrawals.
Think of future career.
Growing Self
Feel life stays the same.

Perceptual disturbances.

Many impatient to grow up.
College interests increasing.
Two-thirds hope to go to colle ge . Retention is poor.
Many have chosen preferred college.
Definite choice of future.

33

Individual hobbies.

May need supervision

Collections decreasing.

and guidance under

Boys interest in shop work.

serious social or

Studying for ham license.

economic stress.

Interest in Scouts decline.
4-H and Y-teens hold up better.
Secret private clubs declining.
Girls clubs increasing.
Some camp enthusiasm.
Increase in reading.
Read magazines and novels.
Read more sections of newspaper.
Radio and T. V. interest on decline.
Attend movies with same sex.
Girls tearful in movies.
School Life
Most anxious to learn.

Generally ranging in

Wish for independenceo

ability from inability

Don't like to recite and perform. to learn to read or
Group acts more as unit.

compute to a maximum

Often boisterous in hall.

of 4th or 5th grade.

Quieter in class.
May play tricks on teacher.
Discussion period enjoyed.

•

Interested in new subjects •
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Better care of clothes.
Desire for neat rooms.
Better helpers at home.
Emotions
Expansive, outgoing, and energetic.

Unevenness of abilitieso

Enthusiastic, often withdrawn.

Need to use concrete materials

Appear happier than before.

more than abstract.

Love competition.

Cannot pick out important

Anger less frequent.

things from trivial ones.

Humor appreciated, other than

Have trouble in classi-

parents.

fication and categorizing.

Inner confusion and turmoil.

Lack sense of humor.

Compare with others.
Interest in personality of self.
Interest in personality of friends.
Preoccupied with own interests.
Like appearing grown-up
Growing Self
Life is definitely better now.
Many more impatient to grow up.
Less concern about collegeo
Half plan to attend college.
Parents' college not in choice.
Less certainty in choice of career.
Many make multiple choice.
New kind of careers considered.
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Fewer girls concerned with problem
career V. S . marriage .
All girls plan to marry .
Fewer than half the boys plan to marry .
Number of children in their families
not discussed.
Boys look at personality in wife most
important .
Girls want a good provider and father .
Interpersonal Relationship
Think mothers old-fashioned .
Girls confide in mothers .
Boys tease mothers .
Respect father more than mother.
Resist show of physical affection .
Embarrassed by family .
Girls ' friendships not so quarrelsome .
Girls in many activities .
High point is telephoning .
Boys have whole gang of friends .
One half of the girls dating .
Many girls considered boy crazy .
First age for movie dates .
Boys begin dating .
More interest in opposite sex .
Parties need much supervision .

40

Activities and Interests
Supervised auto driving.
Same outdoor activities.
Less organized indoor pl&y.
Preferences about camp.
Interested in clubs.
Variability in reading material .
Increased interest in record player.
Weekly attendance at movie .
School and Life
More like than dislike school.

Language is deficient.

Enthusiastic, energetic, and

Few simple concepts.

sociable.

Sentence structure is poor.

Strong group pressure.

Self expression poor.

Noisy, much interaction of sexes. Frustration prone.
Enjoy extra curricular activities.
Tolerant attitude toward teacher. Transfer and generalization
Dislike too strict, unfair teachero
Less interest in social studies.
More in psychological slant.
Ethical Sense
Know right from wrong.
Resent unfair teachers.
Want others treated fairly.
Blame others less.
More resistant to reasono

occur less often.

41

Argue with parents sometimes.
Do not admit stealing.
Qualified honesty in cheating.
Reasonably truthful.
Do not want mothers to swear.

Incidenqe approximately
' 2 per cent of school age
population.

Drinking contemporary problem.
Occasional smoking.
Philosophic Outlook
Majority believe in God.

Usµally capable of

Majority attend S. S.

becoming self-sus-

Few enjoy it.

taining in unskilled

Peakage for bad behavior.

and semi-skilled
wor~

with help in

job training and
placement.
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CONCLUSION OF THE
MATURITY TRAITS OF NORMALS AND EDUCABLES
Research has shown the intermediate period to be a
very difficult time for most normal and educable childreno
The most outstanding event of these years was the onset of
puberty with rapid biological

matu~ation

ot the body and

changes in social and personal interests due to them.
Appear~nce

of secondary sexual characteristics were often

a source of anxiety and conflict to children with normal
intelligence.

Since research has shown normals and educable

mentally handicapped children differed not so much physically,
but more intellectually and socialli, it was not difficult
to understand educables onset of pubescence.

Many normal

and educable children entered puberty lacking adequate
sex information and guidance due to their low cultural
environment.

Research showed that normals and educable

mentally handicapped children have been helped during this
period by proper training and guidance .
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COMPARISON OF THE ACHIEVEicENTS IN ACADEMIC AREAS

OF EDUCABLES AND NORI\'iAL CHILDREN
The curriculum for pre-adolescent children was an
extension of the curriculum outlined for the primary class .
The structure of a curriculum for the intermediate or preadolescent group has taken into consideration two major
areas, the development of skills in the tool subjects, and
experiences in the areas of living .

The curriculum for

mentally handicapped children consisted of ten sections
termed , "Life Functions" .

The ten Life Functions were

Citizenship, Corrilllunicating, Home and Family , Leisure Time ,
Management of Materials and Money, Occupational Adequacy,
Physical and Mental Health, Safety, Social Adjustment , and
Travel .
It was important to remember that work on the Life
Functions in the course of the school day .s.hould not preclude the formalized periods for academic learning .

Lan-

guage Arts, Arithmetic , and social studies has comprised a
specific portion of each day .

Adequate time has been spent

in the acauisition of the basic skills in correlated areas
such as art, music and physical education .
The unit plan of teaching was particularly applicable
and practical in a heterogenous class of mentally retarded
childreno

It provided a common experience around which

children of different abilities contributed to the unit
according to thei r interests and levels of development o
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The Curriculum for normal children has the same
objectives of education as stated before in this research for
mentally handicapped children; the objective of selfrealization, human relationship, economic efficiency, and
civic responsibility .

In selecting subject ffiatter for a

curriculum , the following questions have been kept in mind:
Is the subject matter significant to an organized field of
knowledge?

Does it stand the test of survival?

subject matter useful?

Is the

Is it interesting to the learner?

Does it contribute to social reconstruction?

These criteria

were very generalized and applicable to almost any facet of
the school curriculum.
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ARITHivJETIC FOR EDUCABLES

The Arithmetic program has two integrated phases,
mathematical and social .

The mathematical phase dealt with

the number system and computational processes .

The social

phase dealt with the application of those situations that
arise in every day living .

Instruction has a three-fold

approach; incidental instruction, planned instruction, and
instruction correlated with unit activities .

The content

of this program consisted of the following elements:

from

discriminations, counting, number concepts, money, vocabulary, measurements, and combining numbers .

•.•,
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Arithmetic 1 8 - Educable

A.

B.

Form discriminations to identify.
1.

Circle.

2.

Square.

J.

Round.

4.

Straight.

5.

Curveo

6.

Triangle.

7.

Diamond.

Number names and counting 11 through 100 and
beyond.

C.

Number concepts.
1.

Value of numbers 10 through 50 and beyond.

2.

Symbols of numbers 21 through 100 and

J.

Sequence of numbers 21 through 100 and

beyond~

beyond.
2•s to 20 or 100.

5rs to 100.

lO•s to 100.

3's to JO.

4.

Ordinals, 7th through Jlst and beyond.

5.

Place Value.
Ones.
Tens and beyond.

18
Herbert Goldstein, A Curriculum Guide For Teachers ,
of The Educable Mentally Hand'fcapped (The Illinois Plan.
Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Inc.) pp. 157 - 161.
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D.

Money
1.

Counting 2 nickels, 1 dime, 10 pennies, and
coins up to $1.00.

2.

E.

Counting bills to $10.00 and beyond.

Combining numbers.
1.

Grouping within 11 to 18 and beyond.

2.

Addition facts 1 - 10, facts 10 - 18 and
hundred or more.

J.

Subtraction facts 1 - 10, facts 1 - 18 and
subtracting including borrowing.

4.

Simple multiplication.

5.

Simple division.

6.

Fractional parts of concrete objects, 1/2,
"
1/4, 1/3, fractional parts of geometric

fi gures, addition and subtraction of simple
fractions.

F.

Vocabulary.
1.

2.

Addition terms.
a.

Plus. ( +)

b.

Column.

c.

Carry.

d.

Sum.

Subtraction.
a.

Subtraction. (-)

b.

Minus.

Co

Borrow.

d.

Remainder.
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e.

3.

Difference.

Multiplication.
a.

Times.

b.

Times table.

c.

Once.

d.

Twice.

e.

Product.

~

(x)

4.

Division.

5.

Size and amount terms; as many - few, tall short and high - low.

6.

Location terms, as middle, far - near, and
left - right.

7.

Comparative terms as young - er - est.

8.

Time terms as year, month, day and etc.

9.

Money and business terms as check, change,
charge and etc.

G.

Tools for measuring.
1.

Tools for distance.

2.

Tools for liquids.

3.

Tools of dry measure.

4.

Thermometer.

5.

Tools for weights.
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FINE ARTS FOR NORMALS
It was the purpose of this Art program to help children and youth to grow freely and creatively, to identify
themselves with their own experiences and also with the needs
of their neighbors and thus provide for better relationships
in their society .

There are seven ways a child grows through

art; he grows aesthetically, socially, physically, perceptually, emotionally, intellectually, and creatively .

There a r e

five stages through which a child develops in art; scribbling
stage, 2 - 7 years, preschematic stage, 4 - 7 years, schematic
stage, 7 - 9 years, gang a ge or dawning realism stage, 9 11 years, and the pseudorealistic or stage of reasoning,
11 - 13 years .

Most intermediate groups were developing

through these last two stages of art .

These were periods of

development in which children had a greater awareness of
self, and of representation of human figures.
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Fine Arts 1 9 - Normal
I.

II.

III~

Characteristics.
A.

Greater awareness of self.

B.

Removal from schema.

C.

Removal from geometric lines.

D.

Lack of cooperation .

E.

Realistic approach.

F.

Tendency toward visual or non-visual-minded.

G.

Love of dramatization.

Representation of Human Figure.
A.

Greater stiffness.

B.

Emphasis on clothes in drawing.

C.

Difference between boys and girlso

D.

Tendency toward realistic lines.

E.

Removal from schematic repre~entation.

F.

Joints.

G.

Visual observation of body actions.

H.

Proportions.

I.

Emphasis on expression of non-visually minded.

Representation of space.
A.

Removal from base line concept.

B.

Overlapping.

l9Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth (third
edition; New York: The MacMillan Company, 1957) p. 506.
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C.

Discovery of plane.

D.

Difficulties in spatial correlation .

E.

Urge for three dimensional expression .

F.

Diminishing sizes of distant objects--Horizontal
line .

IV .

Representation of color .
A.

Removed from objective stage of color .

B.

Subjectives color experiences with emotionally
significant objects .

V.

C.

Changes of color in nature .

D.

Emotional rea ction to color .

Design .
A.

First conscious approach toward decoration .

B.

Use of materials and their function for design .

C.

First conscious approach to stylizing .
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FINE ARTS FOR EDUCABLES
Music and Art were included in the fine arts program.
Each area was developed according to the contribution it
made in the education of the educable mentally handicapped
from the point of view of recreation and self-expression.
The art program in the school was primarily an educative
process; the most important result was the modification of
the child's behavior, intellectually, emotionally and
socially.

The same teaching procedures used in art for the

normal child were practi cal and effective for educables.
The basic art materials for the educable child differed
only in degree from the materials used for the normal child.
Music , like art, was a medium that contributed considerably to the education of edu cable children.

Rhythmical

activities were basic to the music program for educable
mentally handicapped children.

Singing has become an

enjoyable experience for these children.

This has been

accomplished through a thoughtful selection of songs, such
as folk songs, rounds, etc.
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Music - Educable
I.

:Music taught by teacher using any First, Second , and
Third grade song books . 21
A.

B.

C.

Vocal music .
1.

Singing music .

2.

Stor y songs .

J.

Familiar and patriotic songs .

4.

Popular songs .

5.

Song dramatization .

Listening activities .
1.

Changes in tempo and rhythm .

2.

Songs taught for enjoyment by records .

Rhythmic activities .
1.

Free interpretation of music .

2.

To become acquainted with sowe rhythmic
instruments .

3 o Rhythm band .
21 11oyd L . Smith , James B . Stroud, Effects of a Comprehensive 0£portunity Prograrr, on the Development of Educable Mentally Retarded Children ( Iowa State Department of
Public Instruction, l9b0) p . 23 .
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MUSIC FOR

NOR~illLS

This music program for normals stressed many aids to
learning that children need to know in order to enjoy
music .

After they have acquired the fundamentals of music

they were prepared to listen to music of different places
and knew that music was an universal language .

It flowed

from the heart and spirit, and had something to say to
people everywhere .

As we get acquainted with music of other

people throughout the world, we learned we were very much
alike in many ways .

We all sing of the joys and problems

of life, work, and recreation when work is done .
song of our heroes and legends .

We tell in

We all celebrate special

holidays md festivals in music and dancing .

The purpose

of this program was to show differences of the people to
whom the music belonged .
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Music - Normal
I.

Aids to learning . 22
A.

Pitch meaning .

B.

Key signature .

C.

Accidentals.

D.

Rhythm meaning .

E.
II .

1.

Time signature .

2.

Time indication.

3.

Change of tempo .

4.

Other signs affecting movement .

5.

Expressive meanings.

Guides for reading the scores.

Related Listening .
A.

Music sounds afar .

B.

World of families .

C.

All in a day ' s work .

D.

Fun and good fellowship .

E.

Sorrow and homesickness .

F.

Singing under the sky.

G.

The world dances as it sings .

H.

When hearts are kind .

I.

A young man ' s fancy .

J.

Homeland is best .

22 Irving Wolfe, Beatrice Perham Krone , Margaret
Fullerton , Music Sounds Afar (Chicago: Follett Publishing
Company , 1958 ) pp . 234-3 ~
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K.

Legends and tall t a les .

L.

Festivals and ceremonies .

M.

Spe c ial times .

N.

Toward a better world .
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SCIENCE FOR NORMALS
The purpose of a program for normals in science was
to acquaint them with the world, its physical features,
natural resources, climate, weather , animals, plants, people
of other countries and etc.

Students got information on

the earth in space, space travel, the earth in comparison
with the other planets and stars .

The program provided for

equipment and experiments in the science of chemistry, in
electrons at work, in electricity and etc .

This program

provided information on good health habits, body development, and the importance of the nervous system o
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Science - Normal
I.

Science in the space age . 23
A.

Introductory .
1.

Junior High Science .

2.

Materials and experillients needed for the

Why?

What?

How?

space age .
B.

II .

Information .
1.

Water for the 1t0rld .

2.

Life and death in the roil .

3.

Fire science .

4.

Science and streets and roads .

5.

Dinner around the vnrld .

6.

Growing up .

7.

From head to toe .

8.

Space t;ravel .

9.

The earth in space .

10 .

The world of' weather .

11 .

Climate and people .

12 .

Animal world .

13 .

Plant world .

Science and your future . 24

(Boston:

23Herman and Nina Schneider, Science in s~45e Age·
D. C. Heath and Company, 1961) pp. l •
2 4schneider, Science and Your Future , pp . 1 - 239
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A.

Introductory .
1.

Junior High Science.

Why?

2.

Equipment and experiences needed for your
future .

B.

Information .
1.

Up in the air with air .

2.

.Machines at the airport .

3.

Science of chemistry .

4.

New materials for new uses .

5.

Electrons at work .

6.

Using electricity .

7.

Exploring our country .

$.

Exploring beneath the earth .

9.

Among the planets .

10 .

Among the stars .

11 .

You and your health .

12 .

You and your development .

13 .

You and your nervous system.

14 .

Resources for more people .

15.

Scientists in our future .

What?

How?
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SCIENCE FOR EDUCABLES
Science in the education of the educable mentally
handicapped child v1as concerned with helping the child
understand his environment, to relate himself to it , and to
become better aajusted in it .

Since the educable mentally

handicapped child has less curiosity about the natural
phenomena about him , he has less use for pure scientific
facts .

Only the scientific learnings pertinent to his

present and continuing life needs have been taught .

A

conc ept started at the primary level has been treated not in
dull repetition , but developed at each succeeding le vel .
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Science25 - Educable
I.

Living things .
A.

People .
1.

2.
B.

C.

II .

Function .
a.

Parts of body .

b.

Senses .

Purpose of physical needs .

Other animals .
1.

Identification .

2.

Physical characteristics .

3.

Habitat .

4.

Method of self preservation .

5.

Contribution of domestic animals .

6.

Contribution of wild animals .

7.

Conservation of both .

Plants .
1.

Identification and classification .

2.

Characteristics .

3.

Growth needs .

4.

Benefits from plants .

5.

How to conserve .

Weather and seasons .
A.

2

Characteristics of the seasons .

5Goldstein, .££• cit ., PP o

196 - 199

III .

B.

Characteristics of weather conaitions .

C.

Effects of weather on man .

D.

Measurements and precautions .
Temperature .

2.

Thermometer .

3.

Weather forecasts .

Earth and neighbors.

A.

B.

C.

IV .

1.

Characteristics of earth .
1.

Size

2.

Age

3.

Composition .

4.

Conservation .

Identification of neighbors .

1.

Sun .

2.

Moon .

3.

Stars.

4.

Planets .

Relationships .
1.

Sun ' s effect on earth .

2.

Moon ' s effect on earth .

Machines, energy and force .
A.

B.

C.

Function of machines .
1.

Hand tools .

2.

Motor driven .

Sources of energy and force .
1.

Iaentification .

2.

Value .

Function .
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PHYEHCAL EDUCATION FOR NORMAL CHILDREN

A good physical education program developed the
whole child, physically, mentally, and socially .

A good

program was well co-ordinated with a good health program
so that the optimum health of each child was developed .

A

good program provided for friendly and sociable contacts of
play days and recreational meets .

It protected the child

from physical hazards in the schoolroom and on the playground .

A well organized program was well co-ordinated with

the recreational program of the school and the community .
The many purposes of physical education were not all achieved
at one time.

The immediate outcomes to which some progress

may be expected were those relating to the development of
motor skills, body efficiency, leadership, followership , the
status of the individual within the group, and creativity
in motion .
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Physical Education - Normal
I.

Program for pupils in grades 4, 5, and 6 • 26
A.

Needs of these pupils .
1.

Need for vigorous and sustained activity.

2.

Increased perfection of neuro-muscular patterns of co-ordination .
a.

Improved skills and techniques of total
system .

B.

b.

Rhythm activities.

c.

Stunt skills improved play on apparatus o

d.

"Running and tag gameso

e.

Simple team games .

3.

Activities in co-educational groups .

4.

Improvement of body mechanics .

5.

Desire for group approval .

6.

Planned program to develop pupil leadership.

7.

Wide variety of activities .

Skills pupils must achieve .
1.

Attaining and maintaining correct postures .

2.

Know how to play individual and dual games .

3.

Accuracy in catching , throwing, and batting
small ballsq

26

Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter, Jessie Feiring
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School (Sacramento: California State Department of Education , 1951)
pp . 49 - 52
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4.

Handling large balls with increasing accuracy and speed .

5.

Chinning two or more times, with back of hand
toward face .

6.

Dancing polka, schottische, two-s t ep, waltz
steps and folk dances .

7.

Securing partner for a game .

8.

Know rules of one organized game and carry
on without adult leader .

9.
10 .
II ~

Controlling a soccer ball with foot or feet .
Know how to float and use one swimming stroke .

Pro gram for pupils in grades 7 and 8. 2 7
A.

B.

Needs of these pupils .
1.

Know importance of biological changes .

2.

Continued supervision of body mechanics.

3.

Importance of coeducational activities .

4.

Wise guidance of adults .

5.

Development of pupil leadership .

6.

Playdays as a form of inter-school meets .

7.

Leisure time pursuits.

8.

Modified programs for these pupils .

Skills pupils must achieve .
1.

Understanding principles of controlling body,
mechanics and correct posture .

2 7Ibid ., pp . 51 - 56
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2.

Swimming well enough to have confidence in
deep water .

3.

Play six or seven individual and dual games
well .

4.

Know rules and skills used when playing
standard national games .

5.

Dancing basic steps in social dancing .

6.

Dancing some early American patterns .

7.

Dancing some folk game patterns not American .

8.

Directing several dual, individual , or team
games without leader .

9.

Contributing to planning and executing a
social event for peers .
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR EDUCABLES
The goals of the physical education program were;
physical activity of a pleasurable and beneficial nature,
acquisition of knowledge and skills needed to use and care
for the body, opportunities for achievement of relaxation
and experiences which are socializing .

The physical edu-

cation program provided a natural settihg for teaching the
social attributes as fair play, taking turns, respect for
the skills of others, doing one t s best, and carrying one ' s
share of responsibility .

Physically the educable mentally

handicapped child was more like the normal child than in
any other area of development .

Often the educables have

participated with the regular classes in physical education .
Rhythmical activities continued to be important at the
intermediate level in the physical education program , with
interests beginning to shift to boy-girl activities such
as dancing .
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Physical Education 2 8 - Educable

I.

II.

III.

Skills of locomotionw

A.

Walking.

B.

Running.

c.

Jumping.

::0.

Hopping.

E.

Leaping.

F.

Skipping.

G.

Sliding.

H.

Galloping.

Skills of using body in work and play.

A.

Lifting.

B.

Carrying.

c.

Climbing .

D.

Pushing and pulling.

Skills stressing coordination.

A.

Stopping.

B.

Dodging.

c.

Tossing.

::0.

Throwing.

E.

Catching.

F.

Kicking.

G.

Hitting.

28rbid., pp. 182 - 85
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IV.
V.

Rhythmical activities.
Miscellaneous activities.
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SOCIAL STUDIES FOR NORMALS
The purpose of this program was to help children
develop health knowledge.

They learned good health attitudes

and practices by observing and reading about girls and boys
who do things correctly.

By using the positive approach in

your health teaching you have been assured that correct
rather than incorrect patterns of behavior were presented.
The program stressed such topics as; personality, mental
health, family adjustments, safety-first aid, alcohol,
narcotics, environment of outer space, and etc.
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Social Studies - Normal
I.

Chapter surveys.29
A.

Your personality.

B.

You and your family.

C.

Safe living.

D.

First aid .

E.

Food for growth .

F.

Food handling and kitchen sanitation.

G.

Your responsibilities for your own healtho

H.

Tobacco, alcohol, and narcotics.

I.

Your health and physical environment of today's
world.

II.

J.

Community health services.

K.

Growing in understanding.

1.

Planning for the future.

Handbook for Review.
A.

Body structure and function.

B.

Community health.

Co

Diseases.

D.

Food and nutrition.

E.

Growth and health .

F.

Mental health .

G.

Safety and First Aid.

2 9oliver E. Byrd, Edwina Jones, Paul E . Landis, Edna
Mo r gan , Today's Health (River Forrest, Illinois: Laidlaw
Brothers Publishers, 1960) pp. 6 - 238
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SOCIAL STUDIES OR RELA.TION2HIPS FOR EDUCABLES
The part of the school curriculum which emphasized a
chi l d ' s understandi ng of his social world and his place in
it generally included two areas of learning the social
studies and the social living programs .

The areas of

knowledge in social relationships have been organized to
include the fundamental learnings which gave the educable
mentally handicapped child an unaerstanding of himself and
his social world .

The instruction in this area has been

both direct and indirect .

The indirect instruction grew out

of natural daily living experiences in the classroom and the
school .

The direct instruction came through units on

problems relative to home, neighborhood, community relationships ,
and history of the government of the state and nation .
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Social Studies or Relationships30 - Educable
I.

Self.
A.

Identification.
1.

Written name.

2.

Physical characteristics.

3.

Address written.

4.

Telephone number written.

5.

Parent's name.

6.

Sibling name.

7.

Names of children in class.

8.

Personal belongings as pets, hobbies,
food and etco

II.

B.

At home, chores, recreation and etc.

C.

At school.
1.

Relationship to school.

2.

Room duties, rules and etc.

Home and Family.
A.

Identification with home.
1.

Type and rooms.

2.

Location and upkeep.

3.

Work of members of home.

B.

Recreation in the home.

C.

Observation of T.V., radio and etc.

30Goldstein, pp. 207 - 210
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III .

Neighborhood .
A.

B.
IV.

B.

VI .

1.

Location .

2.

Recreation .

J.

Business relationships .

4.

Transport a tion .

Religious, racial and nationality differences .

Community .
A.

v.

Identification .

Identification .

1.

Location and address .

2.

Physical geography .

J.

Specific occupation .

4.

Services of different kinds .

Purpose .
1.

Civic responsibilities .

2.

Facilities of community .

Historical Heritage .

A.

Purpose Holidays .

B.

Historical purpose.

Development of Our Country .
A.

Historical purpose .

B.

Economic purpose .

C.

Social purpose .

D.

Governmental purpose o
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LANGUAGE ARTS FOR NORJ':IAL CHILDREN

Experience in the use of oral language was fully as
important in the intermediate grades as in the primary
grades .

All of the uses and values which operated at the

earlier level were needed here, as well as others connected
with advanced materials, concepts, and processes which were
included in the curriculum for older children .

It was the

responsibility of the school to develop children so that
they speak clearly, expressively, and effectively in all
situations in which speech was required .

Spoken language

preceded written language in all areas of language development .

Before children wrote good sentences they had to be

able to hear the difference between word groups that were
sentences and those that were not sentences .

Children , who

had a wholesome primary school experience with written
language as a background, usually went on smoothly and
easily in the intermediate grades .
selves in speech and writing .

People expressed them-

They interpreted the expres-

sions of others by listening and reading .
Successful teaching of reading has been related to
the other language arts .

Tne teacher of reading wants his

pupils to be able to read, to use reading effectively as a
learning tool, and to enjoy and appreciate reading .

There

were three types of reading activities, developmental,
functional, and recreational .

Developmental reading activi-
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ties were those in which the main purpose of the teacher was
to bring about improvement in reading skills .

Functional

reading included all types of reading in which the primary
aim was to obtain information .

Recreational reading con-

sisted of reading activities for enjoyment , entertainme nt ,
and appreciation .

•

,,

(
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2.

Functional reading .
a.

Ability to locate needed material .
l '.

Use of index .

2 '.

Use of table of content .

3'.

Use of dictionary .

4 '.

Use of encyclopedia .

5' .

Use of library card files .

6t .

Use of bibliographic aids .

7' .

Use of skimming in search for
information .

3.

b.

Ability to comprehend material .

c.

Ability to select material needed .

d.

Ability to organize what is read .
l'•

Summarize .

2t

Outline.

•

Recreational reading .
a.

Develop liking for voluntary leisure
time activity.

b.

Develop ability to locate enjoyable
materials .

c.

Satisfy interests and tastes through
reading .

d.

Develop more refined reading tastes .

e.

Develop liking for reading t o others
for entertainment.
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B.

Spelling.34
1.

Use of dictionary for following .
a.

Locating words .

b.

Word meaning .

c.

Pronunciation .

d.

Dividing word into syllables .

2.

Spelling vowel sounds .

3.

Spelling consonant sounds .

4.

Plurals .

5.

Rules in spelling .
a.

Adding suffixes to words with final e .

b.

Adding suffixes to words ending in Yo

c.

Adding suffixes to other words .

d.

Rule i before e .

6.

Using the apostrophe .

7.

Using the hyphen .

8.

Synonyms and homonyms .

9.

Capitalization .

10 .

Letter writing .
a.

Friendly .

b.

Business .

c.

Application .

34Richard Madden, Thorsten Carlson , Success in Spell(revised edition: Yonkers, New York: World Book Company ,
1960) pp . 94 - 109

~
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11.

Review Lists .

12 .

How to study a word .
a.

Look and say .

b.

Spell .

c.

Check .

d.

Write .

e.

Check .

Hear .
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LANGUAGE ARTS FOR EDUCABLES
Learning to read was one of the most important acquisitions for any child.

Reading was sore than the ability to

recognize and enunciate words.
tion and comprehension.

It encompassed word recogni-

Educable mentally handicapped children

had considerable difficulty acquiring skills in reading.
Regardless of the reading achievement level of educable
mentally handicapped children, it was the teacher's objective
to develop his reading skills to the utmost.

A reading pro-

gram should be realistic, it should provide the child with an
adequate sight vocabulary, it should equip him with .a system
for an independent attack on new words, it should provide a
sequence of experiences leading to the application of reading skills in both leisure time and functional situations.
Writing and spelling were the tools of written communication.

Writing has been taught through useful mater-

ial or by words pertaining to the reading vocabulary, rather
than as an isolated skill.

Manuscript writing has been

found to be the most effective beginning writing system for
these children.

Transfer to cursive writing should not be

made until the child has some proficiency in manuscript
writing.
not speed.

The emphasis in writing has been on legibility an:i
The spelling vocabulary has been functional.

It

has been confined to those words the child needs to know for
every day situations.

The child has learned to spell words

that were in his sight vocabulary, that he has comprehended
and pronounced.
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Language Arts - Educable
I.

Stages in Reading.36

A.

B.

C.

Pre-reading continued if needed from primary.
1.

Experience (socialization) .

2.

Purposeful watching .

3.

Purposeful listening .

4.

Purposeful talking .

5.

Purposeful imitating.

6.

Sharing work and play .

Readiness continued if needed .
1.

Auditory discrimination .

2.

Auditory comprehension .

3.

Visual discrimination .

4.

Visual comprehension .

5.

Articulation .

6.

Comprehension speech .

Reading skills developed .
1.

Left to right orientation .

2.

Associations .

3.

Sequence of ideas .

4.

Development of word attack .

5.

Development of memory span .

6.

Background of inforr;;ation .

35Goldstein , pp . 176 - 78
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D.

II .

7.

Sight vocabulary .

8.

Concept development .

Functional or Instructional Reading .

1.

Names, labels , signs and readers .

2.

Picture books and simple dictionaries .

3.

Simple, classroom, and instructional charts .

4.

Recipes .

Stages of Writing . 36

A.

B.

C.

Readiness continued if needed from primary .
1.

Listen to directions .

2.

Follow directions .

3.

Express ideas in sequence .

4.

Adequate motor control .

5.

Adequate sight vocabulary.

6.

Read manuscript writing .

7.

Write manuscript writing .

8.

Read cursive writing .

9.

Interest in writing cursive .

Mechanics Developed .
1.

Manuscript .

2.

Cursive Writing .

Functional writing o
1.

36

Write labels, greetings , gift tags, dates ,

Ibid ., pp . 176 - 177 .
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names, signs, and addresses.
2.

Write shopping lists, daily business, letters,
invitations and etc.

J.

Stress grammar , capitalization, and punctuation.

III.

Stages in Spelling.37

A.

B.

Readiness continued if needed from primary .
1.

Words in speaking vocabulary.

2.

Words in reading vocabulary.

J.

Words in writing vocabulary.

Continue to choose words from these vocabularies.

37Ibid., p. 177.
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CONCLUSION OF ACHIEVEJVJENTS
OF NOPJvlALS AND EDUCABLES

Many surveys in this research have shown that reading
is significantly correlated with intelligence, that is the
higher the intelligence the more advanced the reading .
Although mental age is not a perfect indicator of the
capacity to read, it is probably the best single indicator
of capacity that we now have .

Since reading is probably the

most important academic subject of the curriculum, it isn t t
hard to see how the other subjects were affected by poor
reading .

The following table may serve to guide those who

question whether or not a child is reading up to his capacity o
of Beginning
Reading

Reading Achievement at
Completion of School

14 - 16

Will learn only few words .

~ . 59

10 - 12

First to third grade .

60 - 69

9 - 10

Second to fourth grade .

9

Third to seventh grade .

~

Below 50

50

70
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Children whose chronological ages were nine to eleven
with mental ages of five and one-half to seven were ready
for reading readiness programs .

Mentally retarded children

with chronological ages eleven to thirteen with mental ages
of seven to eight and one-half were usually in the beginning
reading stage .

They were reading first to third grade books

with comprehension .

They ·were beginning a r.ethod of word
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recognition and were capable of recognizing new words from
context clues and phonic analysis .

This research showed

the interJ:Y;ediate educable mentally handicapped children had
achieved intellectually n:ore like primary grade normal
children in most of the academic subjects .
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSION
By research it has been concluded that normals and
the Educable Mentally Hanciicapped differed not so much
physically but rr.ore intellectually and socially .

Mentally

retarded individuals with low IQ ' s had the mo st physical
defects .

Individuals with IQ ' s at the upper level of the

educable group had fewer physical defects .

Their motor

development and coordination were approximately like those of
normal individuals .

Norrr:al and educable children differed

in their potentials , or their ability to learn .

Mentally

retarded educable children learned at a comparable rate to
that of normals, but they had
level .

comr:~enced

learning at a lower

Since both groups had the same objectives of education ,

and the same principles of learning , the chief differenc e
is in the learning capacity of these children .

In order

to help retarded children learn to their potentia ls , most
methods of instruction should be slower since they learn
usually at a slower rate .

Teachers must be more specific ,

and should use concrete rather than abstra c t methods of
instruction .

Normal and educable children differed socially

since they had different environwents .

These eaucable

retarded children often came from low economic homes .

Although

some normal children came from low cultured homes , others
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came from middle and upper class homes .

Children usually

pattern after their native environment .

Since most school

systems make curriculums for middle class children , retarded children, especially the ones from low cultured homes ,
were terribly handicapped in such a school system .
I1.ifany school systems have provided special classes for
their retarded children .

The priEary purpose of the Illinois

Plan for these classes is to insure the mentally retarded
child an opportunity to develop his limited intellectual and
social skills to a maximum degree so that he may become at
least semi-dependent vocationally and financially .

Special

classes have curriculums with considerable flexibility ,
teachers having more freedom to serve individually all types
of retarded children .

In order to help a retarded child the

teacha.r must accept the fact that the child ' s mental inefficiency is not his own fault .
and acceptance from their parents .

All children need love
If parents do not accept

this fact then it is up to the teacher to help them realize
it .

Special classes will help retarded children gain confi-

dence and experience success for the first time in their
lives .

Since the research shows the incidence of retarda-

tion to be two per cent of the school population there is a
definite need for special education classes in the public
schools today .
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